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Before J. became Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission, and

Indeed before the Commission received from Attorney-General Ellicott its mandate to

inquire into new Federal laws for the protection of privacy in Australis, I had no more

conception of the computer and of the potential of datB communications than other

laymen. Mind you, I had read A.P. Herbert's apocryphal account, written in 1958, of the

case of Haddock v. The Gene"rous Bank Limited and Computer 1578!32/W1.1

Computerists who, by and large are an even more serious breed than lawyers, would do

well to introduce themselves t6 the challenges of the legal-mode of thinking, by- reading

this case -of the Rein of Error. In it,' a' corhRuter is alleged to have been g~ilty of

.defamation of the good Mr. Haddock because, during a voltage failure, it produced an

error in his banking account. But to an action against the bank for defamation, that

cunning lawyer Sir Mordant Wheel raised the ingenious 'legal defence:

The' bank is not responsible, becs'use the bank is unable to control the

Compute'i-.2

According to A.p. Herbert, the computer conducted- an exquisite dialogue with the learned

judge. And I am ashamed to say that on every occasion the computer came out best.
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i 'suppose ;1 had occasionally thpught, as ,a,lf!,yman, of the possible impact of data

communications 'uPdn individual priv~c~. Like m~st laymen, I m'erely' renec'ted the view of

mixed awe, and c~:mt_empt forc0t:nput~rists to ·be found in Felicia Lamport's po~m

'Deprivacyi":

Although we "feel unknowTl,ignored

As unrecorded blanks,

Take heart! Our vital{s.elves are stored

In giant data banks,

6ur childhoods and maturities,

Efficiently compiled,

Our stocks and insecurities

All permanently fil.e~,

Our tastes and our proclivities,

In gross and in particular,

Our incomes, our f1ctivitics

Both extra- and curricular.

And such w}ll be our happy. state

Until. the day we die

When we'll be sn~tched up by the gre,at

Computer in the sky.3

Then things ,changed. The Australian Federal Government committed itself in.
',' i .~.[o:".'J

electorate tq an inquiry into privacy laws. Subsequently a commitment to the; intr9,?~,9:_ti£-~,;,.>:'

of such laws was given to the Parliament. The'1...aw Reform Commission embarkeq. up.o..r}.:,He,;"

inquiry and this inevitably took me into an eXB;mination of the penet~~tion.of :AU~,tr·;.U~::."'-,,::,
society by c~mputers '4nked by telecommunic~tions. The social and legal cO!:l:seq~e~2,~~;9L.~.:~~·'

. " . ' .c·· .--,".' ;,.• ;J,<:::_.,"~' .

this extraordinary technology had to be examined, first with .respect to privacy" and 'laler!

when the Commission re.ceived another reference, with.respect to its impli.catio;ns for'~he

presentation of evidence in Federal and Ter~itory court~.4 During th~S~. ingl.!iries,

attention was diverted more than once to the many other implications of the

communications technology for the law, .for society and for the legal professipn.
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In 1978, when the Organisation for ECOI;omic Co-operation and Development
:. '- .

- (:GEGD) in Paris launched its endeavour to estf!blish Guidelines on trans border dota

and the protection of privacy, I WaS sent -to the relevant Expert Group, as

~\;Au~tralia's representative. I was elected Chairman of the Group' and. took part fn the

1'prep~ration of the Guidelines, which have since been adopted in the-- form of a

c R'e~5>mmendation by the Council of the OEGD.5 As will be disclosed, Australia is now

,'one of the few OEGD countries which has not ratified the Guidelines. But they- form part

of international -jurisprudence. Taking part in their development, as· I did, I· had the

:"_.-'QPp:~rtunity to see the way in which the technology of data communications is already

'stimulating the development of international law.

THE AGE OF 'COMPUTICATIONS'

I recount these personal details, not out of any sense of, false pride (for all

significant achievements in this area still lie ahead)·,but-in order to 'explain how it is, that a

jUdge and a lawyer should wa.nder-across such otherwise unfamiliar. territory as the world

of informatics. A French Minister, in an· unkind moment of retaliation against

technological Franglais, coined the new word, infortnfltics~'computications'to describe the

phenomenon we 'are talking of.6 Whether we adopt his' word;' 'informatics" or talk of

. 'data communications', there is no doubt that the technology in whiCh the particip~nt;i in

this symposium are involved has enormous ramifications for society, inclUding

internation'al society. ,;'./'

One lawyer who knows something about these things, described the invention of

the computer as . 'the greatest contribution to the quality of human life since the

development of language'.? He went on to describe some of· the implications for the

law. In the short space of Hme available to me, I must necessarily be superficial and

selective. My thesis can. be briefly stated. It' is·'that Such 8'dynamic-technology,' 50 rapidly

penetrating the economie~f cif all OECD countries and beyond, is 'bound to· present- novel

social and legal problems at national, subnationar'and' international levels. We run_the riSk

that our institutions of lawmal<ing will not be'-able to cope with the: implication of the' new

technology for legal change. The Law Reform Commission in Australia (and the' work of

expert 'committees in the DEeD) can help us address the national- ·and,international

problems that are presenting, and to do 50 with·· the .facility of a proper community debate.

However, the problems are as· numerous as they are complex. They present, like the

advances in the technology itself, with ever-increasing speed..They suggest that we sllou,ld

sear.eh out the normal solution for difficulties of this kind, adopted' in English-speaking

countries. I mean the establishment of routine institutions and procedures to consider

efficiently and with appropriate expertise, the social, economic And moral implications of

the rapid technological advances.
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Nerone doubts ,ot~e .spee~ .:~wit~ which. d~tB; _cornmunic~tio.n~ are penetrating

nation_~l and ~nterna~ional: .maf.kets•.Although available figures ~re. not entirely

satisfactory, one compr~~e.nsive review done over a three-year period by the Australian

Bure~u of. Statistics for the,CoITlf!l.ittee of Inquiry intoTechnological Change in Au'straliB,

found that more.than three:-quarters of large-type enterprises introduced a technological

chang·e of at ,le.a~t one type. TJ:le majority of large enterprises (60%) "introduced AUP'

equipment f~~ the first time, 'or ADp· eq~ipment ~f a type different from' that used

prev-iousty. The"growth of this technology in Australia was described as 'rapid'.S

Linkage of computers by telecommunications has produced an exponential

growth in the: move~ent of information. This still continuing. It was reported to the

OEeD in 1980 that important new patterns are emerging in data communications.

Approximately. 13,000,000 data communication transactions take place each day in

Western Europe. Of these, approximately 10% are international. This ratio contrasts with

voice traffic, where only' 1% of transactions are international. Data communications have

already overtaken telex in terms of total flow of traffic.· The total numQe.r of, data

communications· transactions in Western Europe was expect~d to. increase at a compound·

annw:il rate" Qf .25%' -in the period 1979-1987. The num.ber of international dntn

communications transactions was estimated to increase at an annual compound rate

exceeding 30%. 9. Similar developments can be expected in Australia. Indeed, we may go

further because of the continental size of our country and our geqgraphical isolation with

traditional areas of CU1~,-U-;~1 and economic concern.

The cpmprehensive implications of this growth in data communications have

been explored by :reports in many countries. IO Obviously, the implications i~clude the

impact qf ~he new technology on eml?loyment, on the greater vulnerability of the ·w·ired

society to terrorism, accident and mistake ll , the imp'lications for the

telecommunications. monopoly and for tariff.. policies governing the movement' o(., .., .... ~

information. as well as the impliea.tions for international relations, national s~curi~yanc:l..

defence and relations with non-computerised developing c"ountries. 12 These I)~.e ,no\~."t~·~·

subject of this paper. It s.urveys a different ~cene: the implications of the new··t,~c~~.~·?,l~~~
for the law and for lawyers. Obviously, however, the wi~er implications must...be w.a.~:~~~~~~.•,c::'

A society of diminishing numbers of privileged workers, with declining work of aJ.o"uti~~....c. . '. ".' ,.. '.'
character, may engender social tensions that require legal attention. A more"v~l~~f~.b~~,".:;

society may demand laws which require duplicate holdings of at ~cast some vital national

data, special security against terrorism and accident and, possibly, the licensi"ng_;;np,~;;

policing of some computer systems, at least where society is specially depende.n.~ :':lP,?Pi.:;
them.
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tlt''/(3tandnrdisation of technology to provide better back-up feeili ties where things go

"-~:~·~~ng, self-sufficiency within areas of computer operation to prevent widespread

;:;:g~~:m--orrhage of problems and, possibly, the limitation of d~pendence on some foreign
'\)"~----: " ...sburces, at least where specially vital or sensitive areas are involved, may require
,'," , ' 13
legislative guidance for the computerists of the future. For present purr;mses, it is

;;~~'dugh-to s'how that the technology is new, that its introduction is rapid and pervasive and

".- ih~"{it brings in its train many problemS which will not go away: including legal problems.

'COMPUTERS AND PRIVACY

Data communications developments alone do not explain the contemporary

challenge to individual privacy. Other considerations are relevant including the growth of

-t,hepowers of entry, search and- seizure afforded to ever-incrensingnumbcrs of

government officials and new, intrusive business practices, such as direct marketing,

door-to-door canvassing and the like. Related technologies are relevant, such as the

technology of surveillance and~the special power of the modern media unfairly to-intrUde,

without justification, into the individual's private life.

> But, overwhelmingly, the,pressing international" concern about the diminution of

. individual privacy is the result of the perceived' potential of informatics to reduce tDe

control and even the knowledge which the individual has of the way others are perceiving

him. From a primitive interest to defend the indivIdual's person, through the interest to

protect the territory and property immediately surrounding him, the modern concern of

~he law to defend a zone of privacy, is addressed to the information penumbr~ concerning

an individual, on the basis of which he m.ay be p'erceived by others ·and relying upon which

decisions may be made vitally affecting him.

The features of automated personal·data systems which att~act concern have·

been catalogued in numerous studies. The 1980 discussion paper of the Australian Law

Reform Commission, Privacy and Personal -. Information, listed the· following

characteristics as those said to raise new dangers for individual privacy:

Amount. Greatly increased capacity for storage of personal information.

Speed. Significant improvements in the speed and ease of retrieval of information.

Cost. Substantial reduction in the cost or'· handling and retrieving· personal

information.
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.Ne\v- Profession. Creation ol a -ri"ew groui;' of teclinicians' and professionals not

subject to traditional constraints applicable to the established,professions.

Linkages. The possibility of effective 'cross-linkage between different information

systems.

Profiles..The possibility of constructing composite 'images' of individuals.

. Accessibility. Reduction of the intelligibility of personal information /lnd inhibition

in access by individual subjects to that information.

Centralisation. Readier centralisation of control over information find ease of

access to it by those with relevant power or specialised skills.

Trans Border Data Flows. Storage of personal information in overseas countries,

~vith the exponential growlhof trans border flows of da tao

As a. result of domestic recognition of these problems Rnc! of practical instances

of perceived unfairness and oppression, actual and potential, in automated personal -data

systems, legislation' has been enacted in a number of countries, dlrectly or indirectly

aimed at the protection, quality control and security of automated personal data. 14

The growth of truns" border dutH flows /lud the cuplJcily or lite lIew technology

to circumvent or frustrate domestic laws on data protection and data seeurHy led to

moves after" 1971 to establish an international regime which would at the one time' ensur"e

safeguards for individual privacy and also limit undue interruptions to the frec"flow of

data, including personal-data, between nations.

-In the _Council of Europe a committee of experts was established in 1971

specifically to address the "protection of privacy with respect to the use of computers.' As
a result of the report of that committee, two resolutions were adopted by the Committee

of Ministers of the Council of Europe. The first, in September 19,73, annexed; certain

principles -relating to personal information stored in electronic data" banks in the private

sector. The second, adopted in September 1974, annexed like principles for the pUblic

sector. These resolutions have greatly influenced the'initiation and design of European:

laws on data protection and data security.
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In November 1973 the Commission of the European Communities delivered a

"~/report to the EEe Council proposing a Community policy on data processing. Although the

'YJoq~~ o,r this report was the need to dev~lop,~ viable European information technology

industry, it concluded that the linkage of data banks, nationally and supra-nationally,
'" '

-~Oi.ild require the establishment of common measures throughout the Communities for the

protection of its citizens. By 1977R. committee of experts of the Council of Europe had

';'~~-~~instructed to prepare a draft Internation8;l Convention fnf the Protection of

···tridi'~j·duals 'with Regard to Automated Data Files'. It was contemplated that the

6~~vention would be open to adherence by non European countries. The final draft of the

Council of Europe 'Convention was approved by the committee of experts in l\·lay 1979 and

~d~p~ion by the CouncH early in 1981. 15

So far as Australia is concerned, the effort of the 'QECD to define a framework

~or laws governing data communications is of livelier concel'll. The DECD has been

i'~~mining the social impli"cations of data ~om,municationsat lea~t sj~ce 1969. The Expert

qrp,up t.o which I was ap(?oint~d was the cUlf!1ination of ten years of GECD activity. Its

rep;prt was transmitted to th~ Council of' the OECD Which,. in ~e(?tember ~9BO, by

re~olution adopted reco~mendation~ commending the proposed Guidelines to member

,?<?':lntries, urging them to' take them into account rin the:ir ~omestic legislation'} to

l~ndeavour to remove or avoid creating unjustifiable obstacles in trans border flows of

pe,r~onal datal and to Ico-oper~te in the implementation of the quidelines'. Several

countries abstained froro:fthe recommendations, including Australia. The United Kingdom
,;.'I' , , ' . '

abstention was withdrawn on 23 September 1981 when that. country endorsed the

Guidelines. The position has. now been reached that of the 24 member countries of the

DECD, only Australia, Canada and Turkey have not sUbscribed to the Guidelines. The

Turkish abstention relates to the military government. The Canadian abst.ention relates,

apparently, to sensitivity to United States dominance of data communication. The United

States wn.s recently described as the 'GREC of information,.16 The Australian.

abstention was to permit consultation with the States. The l\'1inister for Science and

Technology, Mr. David Thomson, recently announced his .hope that Australia would shortly

be able to adhere to the GUidelines. Certainly, in the work of the Australian Law Reform

Commission, we are attending most closely to the Guidelines in the development of our

proposals on Federal privacy I?rotection. 17

The Law Reform Commission has concluded that present Australian law does

not provide a~equate protection for privacy, inclUding in respect of personal information

stored and transmitted in electronic form. The Commission has suggested.that the general

principles collected in the GECD Guidelines should be adapted for incorporation in

Australian domestic law.
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U. _. r the leader~l"iip 6f Assoclaf~ 'ProfeSs'or 'Rober("Hayes, the Commissioner in charge of

the privacy reference, the Co~mission hop~s to conclud~ j"ts repo'rt dn ..this 'wide-ranging

topic· early in °1982~-blearly: there is -an- elem~n(of urgency. Numerous articles in the

prof~ssionaYand'popular preSS have caned attention to the dangers of s"world data werT.

A recent item in the New Scientist pointed out that:
. -\c.

the lack of uniformhy among developed .countries in data regulation may lead

to I?foblems when an organIsation -'inane country wishes to transfer computer

data to anothercou"n'try:" ....' unlesS 'the dat~ 'rules -in the two countries

compatible, "the transfer may not be permitted. Firms in Britain could be at a

particular disadvantage as,. despite years ofdiscu.ssions, the 'UI\ hus no

regulations regarding data fiow and so is severely out of step with other.

countries in the industrialised WO~ld.18

Already cases" have arisen where' the export 'of _personal data from -8 country with data

protection laws has been forbidden to a: country" unable- tb offer equal protection again~st

the haemorrhage of sensitive personal data. The classic exttmple is 'that of the Siemens

cornpuny in Sweden which wmit~a to transfer personnel fiYes from its SWC'diR!1 hrnnclr to

its "headquarters in Munich. PermisSion was refused. Another well known example' where

permission was refused involved the Health Department of a Swedish county auttiority

which was prevented from 'ordering; from a British firm, 80-,000 plastic cards\.Vhich

contained personalintef~ation'in -computer co·de about Swedish citizens. The risk that

'shadow' registers on Swedish people could be established in other countries, outside tlie

reach o~ national law, was deemed too high. Ariri,w phenomenon appears on the sCEm"e in

the development in Third World countries of limitations- on trans "border data links" where

data processing' alternatives exist within the coun"try or where external interests· confr:o-I 

access to the foreign data banks. There iss legitimafe' concern about the risks o(daia"

protectionism and about data fiscal policies. I will put the latte-r no higher than' tos'sf

that, despite a traditional reluctance to tex information and"information flows, __any,thillg

growing at"'such an exponential-rate" and measurable-rate as data communication~"Ji1"'usf

inevitably attract"the ever-hungry eye of the inventive tax gatherer.
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PUTERS AND EVIDENCE

The development of the computer poses many other problems for domestic law.

these none is so urgent of resolution and frequent in manifestation as the need to

rhodify the law of evidence to permit more readily the admissibility in court trials of

-c6niputer output. The basic problem is -the hearsay rule which forbids the udrnis5ioll at /I

trial 'of evidence, oral or documentary, which CBnnot be deposed. to, fro'm his own

knowledge, by the person giving evidence before the court. This rule is itself an outgrowth

of- the continuous oral adversary trial of the common law. It has been 'influenced ioits

development, and in the exceptions which have grown ul?, by the system of jury trial. But

it is also grounded in principles of fair.ness: that litigants should be able to face Hnd test

by cross-examination their accusers, that courts should· base their decisions only on

reliabte and, where necesSary, test~d find scrutinised information, and that in the solemn

business of judicial determination, par-ticularly where liber-ty is at stake, the means should

be available to check end verify material before the court. The advent of photocopying,

. data processing and· electronic communication and their widespread use throughout the

commun~ty, render the maintenance of these rules in their present state unreasonable and

indeed impossible. It would be intolerable to require that every person who Ims

contributed to a computer record should be aVllilable to prove his or her contribution to a

computer record. That was difficult enough and already unreasonable in the case of

business records before computerisation. It becomes even rnore~ unreasonable when

computerisation is adopted. Unhappily, for the solution of. this problem, there remains the

abiding difficulty that mistakes do occur. It is simply not appropriate to accept, without

any precaution or reservation, the printout of any cornl?uter as-if the technology were a

guarantee of accuracy and, in some· magical way, provided protection against false,

negligent or even maliciously misleading jnformation.

Attempts have been made, by legislation, to provide for the admission of

computer-generated evidence. In the United States, the most common form of such

legislation is en elaboration of an exception to the hearsay rule adopted earlier to cope

with business records of large' and impersonal corporations. The. adOi?tion of this exception

made it easier for State and F'ederal efforts at uniform law reform to provide a regime

for computerised m~terial, most of it being business records. In England, an amendment to

the Civil Evidence Act in 1968 I?rovides for the admission, under given circumstances, of a

'statement contained in a document produced by a cornputer,.19 In Australia, a number

of law reform reports and a series of statutory pro,visions20 have. sought to provide for

admission, u.nder sl?ecified conditions, of data communications and computer-generated

data.
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Th ~ustralian Law Reform Commission is now seeking out a more funda mental principle

by which probative evidence of this kind c'an be admitted in evidence in courts of law. A

major aim of the i~quiry must be the reduction of the disparity between the community's

use of information and the availability of that information for authoritative

decision-making when a dispute arises. The existence of unacceptable differences between

the material accepted as reliable and relevant in everyday life, on the one hand, lind the

evidence admitted when an issue has to be resolved in court, on the other, should not be

allowed to persist. Otherwise, the courts will be regarded as unnecessarily obstrllctive,

resistant to changing realities a~d unrealistic an~ unhelpful in their approach to resolving

issues in dispute.

COMPUTERS AND CRIME

Towards the end of 1980 officers of the ~ustr8lian Federal Police were reported

as ur~ing yet another task for the Law Reform Commission, relevant to the

'informatisation' of Australian sociely. Within the administration, and now pUblicly; the

need for a national and comprehensive inquiry into the implIcations of computerisation for

the criminnllaw has been discussed.

Some antisocial conduct involving computers will fall within the terms of

current criminal offences. In Europe and North America concern about the perc'eTved

dangers to employment and liberty have already· led to attacks upon computer centres and

the destruction of computer equipment. Such conduct may be liable to be prosecuted

under current crimes relating to malicious damage to property., arson and the like,' 'f.he

p.roblem of computer crime in this context is likely to be less the adaptation of- the·'

language of present criminal offences than the inadequacy of current maximum pena:lties~

As has already been stated, the capacity of the computer to centralise vital nnd often

unduplicated data can result in unprecedented aisl,?cation, when the data base is des~royed

or significantly interrupted.

It is when one turns to the fraudulent misuse or manipUlation of ~ompu-tetisecl

dats, ·that -eVen greater problems arise. Here, not only must the difficulties -of pro'hf be
addressed. Even if the law of evidence is amended and if penalties are increased'to' 'renect
the huge financial losses to the victims that m"ay be involved, other problems' remaik o'riel'
of these, rather intangible in character, is the difficulty which police hove in tra:cii~g

down and prosecuting cases of computer fraUd, extortion and manipulation. The victims of

such crimes are very often large, impersonal corporations, sometimes even 'capable'6{

absorbing substantial losses. Society often finds it difficult to understand, and. then to'

appreciate the antisocial quality of, computer frllud.
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~:~Y~',:-_,-.)yer'J police are not always e~uipped, by training to have a sufficiently thorough

:,t:~-d~~:;t~~di~g of computer technology, successfully to track. down and pr~secute
{~fi~nders~ Sometimes, the amount at stake is sogrest that corporations may be tempted

:h~~":!":.fo- i~.v~lve the police. Often the personnel involved have been hitherto trusted
~.-~ ". .

-~:. ni'e"in'bersof staff. 'The embarrassment 'of detection and the disclosure of weak internal

f~:P~'6,~~dures may provide a motive for li'olemall resolution of the' problem. Further'more,

;ho~-e than one commentator has pointed "to an additional problenl, namely that computer

"~ri~inals are typically young, - highly intelligent and often likeable characters with no

difficulty of ra tionalising and defending their actions.

An addition prOblem, bound upwith the need for reform of the law of evidence,

is -the di~ficulty of prosecuting complex computer frauds before a lay jury. The South

Australian Commissioner for Corporate Affairs explained this difficulty thus:

If the computer remains an unknown, 'orw'ellian' device to all but a few trained

experts, how can w~ ex~ect a lay jury to properly comprehend the way in which

a computer was used to effect a fraud possibly running into millions of dollars'?

... Courts, juries nnd wi tnesses spend a vast amount of time engaged in the

hearing of [matters of 'formal proof'] .21

Solutions to this procedural difficulty include simplification and reform of "the law of

e~idence, procedural ~J}.ii'nges to require pre-trial conferences to settle the 'real' issues for

trial and provision, either compulsory Or on ~lection, for tria~ by jUdge sitting alone.

Transcending all of these difficulties is the problem of characterising antisocial

activities involving computers by refer~nce to currently.existing and appropriate cri'!1i~al

offences. Theft is traditio~ally"defined as carrying away the property belonging to another

with the intention of permanently depriving the owner of the possession of it. But in the

case of a computer, the true loss may occur without any asportation of the computer

hardware or even the software. Access at a term~nal to vital information may suffice.

Copying or transferring that information may involve no carrying way of identifiable

property. Though in England, following the Theft Act 1968, the English Law Commission

has concluded t~t the misuse of a computer to steal money,from a bank or property from

an owner would be" punishable within the present definition of 'theft', the same may not be

true in those Australian jur-isdictions which have not followed the Theft Act. The problem

is -not an academic one. In Ward v. The S~perior Court of Ca1i:rornia22 -an "employee of a

computer firm secured the transmission of programs of a rival firm into his own

computer's stored memory.
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Ht .leri made a copy of the. programs. Charges were laid under the Californian Penal

Code "relating t~ provi"sions governing theft and trade secrets. In that code 'nrticies' for

the purpose of theft is very broadly defined. Nevertheless, it- was held that the e!ectronic

representation of the program contained in the computer memory could not be regarded

as ~ 'article' within the scope of the definition. The criminal In w is traditionally

interpreted with strictness. Offences designed before the advent of informatics may not,

in terms, apply" to conduct which, admittedly 'wrong' and harmful in a mOfal sense, is

nevertheless not caught up by cur-rent penal characterisations.

It is important to stress the utility of stigmatising certain acts involving the

misuse of computers, as criminal. To do so 'fortifies the social pressures against -[their]

commission and has a salutory effect upon business practice,.23 Numerous offences

have been created in the United States to deal with computer crimes.24 In Australia,

the Standing Committe~ of Attorneys~Gener~ is already exa~jning some of the issues

relating to ,computer crime, particularly in relation to .investigation and prosecution of

such crimes. The need for '8- thorough and open national -examination of the relevant

substantive Iew seems overdue.

OTHER INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

Every new te,c,hnology with international implicatio'ns' ultimately produces an

internatIonal legal resp~se. The development of radio produced the lTV Charter in'IBi6.

Civil aviation produced the Warsaw Convention in 1929 and subsequently the Hague

Protocol and the Guadalajara Convention referred to in the Australian Civil Aviation

(Carriersi Liability) 'Act '1959. The exploration of space resulted in the Outer Space Treaty

in 1967. In fi like manner, the developments of international data nows will plainly r~~uiit'_

development of new international principles. It would be preferable that these pri"rl_ci:ple_s

and any international conventions or 'other Ie-gal rules should be developed ~n:~y ,after

careful stUdy. One of the problems facing the international com munity (as it faces

countries in domestic jurisdiction) is the speed with which these developments Qccur.

It is difficult to sort out legal implications of trans border data flows B~d. to,

distinguish them from economic concerns. Few issues are of a purely legal natlJreJ,ri an,.

area such fiS this. HO\'-Iever, a checklist of matters that will rapidly require internatip0B:!

treatment would certainly include:
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.-~P·rovision "for conflict of laws i~e~ determination of the 1aw that should govern data

transactions in a technology that is virtually instantaneous and sometimes in~olves

the constant. movement of data, so that it is not (as I?revious media were) in a

fixed, identifiable or discoverable place. The laws of which country apply to data

that is constantly moved around, for reasons of economy, between data bases in

different parts of the world?

"Extraterritorial application: normally domestic law, particularly criminal law, is

confined to a given jurisdiction. But where there is or might bea link with a given

country, this will frequen"tly attract the application of local legislation. In dealing

with an international medium, to whB:t extent is it realistic to seck to impose

domestic regulation? The risk of a cacophony of domestic laws impacting the

worldwide movement of data is either that the law will be ignored or that it will

create tremendous confusion and diseconomy.

~ Copyright ; recent amendments to- the Copyright Acl, now being absorbed in

Australia, are quite possibly already overtaken by new data communications

technology. Thc problcliiof 8!?plying .copyright .law, which dev_eloped ill' nn ern -when

it was adequate to protect th; medium, may not be appropriate when we move-to

an era where the 'medium' and the 'message' may be divorced or the medium may

be ephemeral in the extreme whilst the valuable information stands unprotected.

Electronic fund transJers : the worldwide development of· EFT raises many

implications of polfcy but also a number of legal concerns. So far as I am aware

these are not being considered, on an official level, in Australia, nnd calls have

been made for the legal, social and economic .implications of EFT to be ·studicd as a

matter of urgency.

International bOdies already exist ·to consider some of these issues: For

~xaml?le, the .World I~tellectual Property Organisation may be the appropriate body to

.s~rutinise the develop~ent of copyright law. The issue of conflicts of laws might be

appropriate for consider~tion i'n" the Hague Conference on Private International Law. That

conference has specialised over many years in the stUdy of conDict of laws questions. The

.DECD has been suggested as an. al?prol?riate forum for considering- many of these ~

international data and law questions.

; ,~ 
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If" has been suggested that the development of ,dish8Tmonioll5 and restrictive

domestic laws in the 19th and 20th centuries impeded ~he, development of the world

economic order and produced very serious conflicts of laws problems, many of which we

have still not worked out. One Buthor put it thliS.:

Since ancient times nnd until" the emergence of modern oaliona.l states, the law

governing rnarit~t~e commerce had been large uniform in the western world. In

the 18th and 19th centuries, legislative enactments and jUdicial practices in

pursuit of, narrOWly conc.cived national interests gradually displaced i.n various

countries the vener.able and 'uniform flaw of the :seal an.~ gave r-isc to sharp

conflicts, of laws. The moveme.f1.t of goods from country to country was thus

hampere,d at a time when advancing technology and the spreading industrial

reVOlution, were about to lead to an expansion of maritime commerce on n world

scale.25

The United States Delegate to the DEeD in June 1980 urg~d that the collective

task of fI)embers of that Organisation should be to foresee and help avoid like difficulties

in tile internntionol flow of dfltfl. nut unless positive efforts nrc rut in trldn, til(> likf'lihoocl

must be faced '.that differences in domestic law will ari:se and many questions, requiring

interna tional.resolution, ~jll be left unanswered. Amongst the latter are questions of

proced~res.. and remedies, including'institutiqns for. t~e adjUdication of disputes involving

international data commuriications:

Shoul.d cases arising, in the future be aqjudicated in the fir;:;t instance by

national courts, an int~rnational judicial f()rum, the International Court of

Arbitration,. a .new J,imited jurisdiction body, or in some other way? If it is the

consensus that new principles of law must be developed, a further ques~ion is

presented whether an international solution is best approached through a treaty,

development of a Uniform Law, International Guidelines, or. some other

device.26

It is to be hoped tha t we take a warning from what happened in the case of the

international movement o{goods· in previous centuries. <Perhaps the very technology Df

data communications itself will facilitate and expedite the rapid meeting of minds,in

different parts of the world, that is the prerequisite to the development of an appropriate

. international legal regime.
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This paper has done no more than to identify some of the national snd

international problems that arise for the law as a result of the exponential growth in data

, communicatio~s within and between countries. In Australia, the Law,Reform Commission

is assisting the lawmakers to face up to some of the consequenc,es of the new technology

in th~ area of privacy protection and evidence law. Other concerns remain, SOme of which

I have identified.

In the international field, the OEeD Council has already adopted Guidelines on

trans.border "data flows and the protection of privacy. Although Australia is onc of the

few remaining members not yet to have subscribed to these Guidelines, they are, certainly

in the forefront of the collective mind of the Law Reform Commission. If we ClIO get

compatability in domestic data protecti,on and data se~u~ity law~, that willf~n itself,

contribute to ,a reduction in the impediments that might o~herwjse arise in ,.beneficial

transborder da ta flows.

o.ther tasks of international, law remain to be tackled., Some of these have been

listed and the DECD may once again. provide a forum, specially useful to Australia, for

development of appropriate legal' principles. Certainly, the subjects of conflicts of laws,

the extraterritorial application of laws, the laws governing intellectual property,
.;.~

infqrmation "rights, carr.iers' obligations, electronic fund transfers and· procedural

remedies, all deserve close and urgent attention.

The story of ·the int,erface Qf law and data communications is' not· a wholly

depressing on,e. Lawmakers and,law'reformers are already using computer·technology to

assist them in'their daily tasks. The statute bo?k and· ~ase law ,are already partly _'on Hne'

in Australia. Information technology will undOUbtedly assist in many fields of lawyers'

work. The .effective implementation of freedom qf information laws and of access, to data

will undOUbtedly be f~cilitated by th~ growing automation o~ that data. At -the same time,

both for advocate and attorney, much routine work will be taken over by the. computer.

The ch~llenge before the legal profession in Austr-a~ia and elsewhere today is

overwhelmingly one of relevance: finding new tasl<s appropriate to the history and training

of the lawyer~ It is to be h~ped that there will be 'an ade;quate dialogue between lawyer

and coml?uterist. Out 'of such 'a dialogue should grow a greater. appreciation by

·technologists of t~e values in society which the law seeks to uphold. But there is also

needed an appreciation by lawyers of the implications for their discipline and work of the

remarkable technology 'of data communications.
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FE.- ~ps lawyers may in the process even catch something of the. infectious, dynamic spirit

of inventiveness th8.t so profoundly marks the contemporary technology of information.
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